Cast on in stockinette.

Then move ‘every other’ loop to next peg on outer loom only, so that one peg is empty and the next one has 2 loops. Move loop on peg 2 to peg 1, loop on peg 4 to peg 3, loop on peg 6 to peg 5, and so on. Inner loom stays the same, one loop on all pegs.
The Chunky Rib is created by weaving around the loom 2 times, 1st time, wrapping pegs from 1 to 3, and the 2nd time around the loom, wrapping pegs 1 to 2. This creates one complete round. (Explained below)

The 1st weave around loom, wrap pegs from peg 1 on the outer loom to peg 3 on the inner loom. Then wrap ‘every other’ peg. **Be sure to keep the empty pegs empty on the outer loom.**

Note: First weave, in photo, uses **blue yarn** to show stitches clearly.

The outer loom will now have 3 loops on every other peg.
Wrap a 2nd weave around loom, working from peg 1 on outer loom to peg 2 on inner loom.

Then, wrap ‘every other’ peg. Be sure to keep the empty pegs empty on the outer loom.

Note: 2nd weave, in photo, uses lime green yarn to show stitches clearly.

Now ‘every other’ peg on the outer loom has 4 loops, and on the inner loom, 2 loops.

Hook 2 loops over 2 loops on outer loom and 1 loop over 1 loop on the inner loom. Do nothing to the empty pegs on outer loom. Note: yarn color is changed back to red.

Round one is now complete. Repeat the above process for the next round.